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Executive summary

Education reform is top of the agenda of almost every country in the world. Yet

despite massive increases in spending (last year, the world’s governments spent $2

trillion on education) and ambitious attempts at reform, the performance of many

school systems has barely improved in decades. This is all the more surprising

because there are wide variations in the quality of education. For instance, in

international assessments, less than one percent of African and Middle Eastern

children perform at or above the Singaporean average. Nor is this solely the result of

the level of investment. Singapore, one of the world’s top performers, spends lesson

primary education than do 27 of the 30 countries in the OECD.1

Changing what happens in the hearts and minds of millions of children – the

main charge of any school system – is no simple task. That some do so successfully

while others do not is indisputable. So why is it that some school systems consistently

perform better and improve faster than others?

There are many different ways to improve a school system, and the complexity

of this task and the uncertainty about outcomes is rightly reflected in the international

debate about how this should best be done. To find out why some schools succeed

where others do not, we studied twenty-five of the world’s school systems, including

ten of the top performers. We examined what these high-performing school systems

have in common and what tools they use to improve student outcomes.

The experiences of these top school systems suggests that three things matter

most: 1) getting the right people to become teachers, 2) developing them into effective

instructors and, 3) ensuring that the system is able to deliver the best possible

instruction for every child.

These systems demonstrate that the best practices for achieving these three

things work irrespective of the culture in which they are applied. They demonstrate

that substantial improvement in outcomes is possible in a short period of time and that

applying these best practices universally could have enormous impact in improving

failing school systems, wherever they might be located.
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Foreword

The capacity of countries – both the world’s most advanced economies as well those

experiencing rapid development – to compete in the global knowledge economy

increasingly depends on whether they can meet a fast-growing demand for high-level

skills. This, in turn, hinges on significant improvements in the quality of schooling

outcomes and a more equitable distribution in learning opportunities.

International comparisons, such as the OECD’s Programme for International

Student Assessment (PISA) make it now possible to regularly and directly compare

the quality of educational outcomes across education systems. They reveal wide

differences in the extent to which countries succeed in fostering knowledge and skills

in key subject areas. For some countries, results from PISA have been disappointing,

showing that their 15-year-olds’ performance lags considerably behind that of other

countries, sometimes by the equivalent of several years of schooling and sometimes

despite high investments in education. International comparisons have also

highlighted significant variation in the performance of schools and raised strong

concerns about equity in the distribution of learning opportunities. Last but not least,

they suggest that there is significant scope for improving educational efficiency such

that, across OECD countries, taxpayers could expect 22% more output for their

current investments into schooling.

However, comparisons like PISA also provide very encouraging insights.

Across the globe – whether it is Canada in North America, Finland in Europe or Japan

and Korea in Asia – some education systems demonstrate that excellence in education

is an attainable goal, and at reasonable cost. They also show that the challenge of

achieving a high and socially equitable distribution of learning outcomes can be

successfully addressed and that excellence can be achieved consistently throughout

the education systems, with very few students and schools left behind.

But measuring performance does not automatically lead to insights as to what

policy and practice can do to help students to learn better, teachers to teach better, and

schools to operate more effectively. This is where McKinsey’s report comes in, with

its first-of-its-kind approach that links quantitative results with qualitative insights on
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what high-performing and rapidly improving school systems have in common. With a

focus on issues that transcends cultural and socio-economic contexts, such as getting

the right people to become teachers, developing those people into effective

instructors, and putting in place targeted support to ensure that every child can benefit

from high-quality instruction, the report allows policy-makers to learn about features

of successful systems without copying systems in their entirety.

By enabling policy-makers to examine their own education systems in the

light the best performing systems that set the standards of what can be achieved, the

report provides policy-makers with a unique tool to bring about improvements in

schooling and better preparation for young people as they enter an adult life of rapid

change and deepening global interdependence. Comparative analyses of this kind will

become ever more important, as the best performing education systems, not simply

improvement by national standards, will increasingly become the yardstick for

success. Countries will not simply need to match the performance of these countries

but do better if their citizens want to justify higher wages. The world is indifferent to

tradition and past reputations, unforgiving of frailty and ignorant of custom or

practice. Success will go to those individuals and countries which are swift to adapt,

slow to complain and open to change. The task for governments will be to ensure that

countries rise to this challenge.

Andreas Schleicher
Head, Indicators and Analysis Division

Directorate for Education, OECD
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Preface

This report is the result of research carried out by McKinsey & Company between

May 2006 and March 2007. Its objective has been to understand why the world’s top-

performing school systems perform so very much better than most others and why

some educational reforms succeed so spectacularly, when most others fail.

Our focus is primarily on how differences in what is happening at the level of

the school system impact what is happening in the classrooms, in terms of enabling

better teaching and greater learning. We have chosen not to focus on pedagogy or

curricula, however important these subjects might be in themselves. These subjects

well-debated in the literature. There is much less focus elsewhere on the school

‘system’ itself – the critical infrastructure that underpins performance – and how to

ensure that the ‘system’ is delivering great education for every child.

The report is the outcome of an analysis of the achievements of the best-

performing school systems as defined by the OECD’s Programme for International

Student Assessment (PISA), a survey of the current literature,2 and interviews with

more than one hundred experts, policymakers and practitioners. In the course of this

research we have visited schools from Wellington to Helsinki and from Singapore to

Boston in order to benchmark more than two dozen school systems in Asia, Europe,

North America and the Middle East.

The school systems we have benchmarked were selected to represent two

different categories in order to balance the analysis of current high achievement with

developing an understanding of the route by which others can get there (Exhibit 1).

The first group includes the world’s ten best-performing school systems according to

PISA; the second group those that are improving rapidly, having recently introduced

reforms that are improving student outcomes. The examples highlighted throughout

this report are derived from the experiences of these two categories.

We also examined, although to a lesser extent, a third group of school systems

located in developing economies in the Middle East and Latin America that are

seeking to provide for growing populations (Bahrain, Brazil, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and
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UAE). This group is currently embarking on ambitious improvement programs and, in

the spirit of focusing on how others can learn from past experience, we have sought to

understand the rationale of their reforms and how they are adapting approaches that

have been successful elsewhere.

Our hope is that this report will help inform the international debate about how

to improve the quality of schools and help chart the path to make future reforms more

effective in improving the quality of schooling for all children everywhere.

Exhibit 1: School systems benchmarked

Systems with strong
improvement trajectory 4

Systems in the top ten in
the OECD’s PISA (2003)1

•Atlanta
•Boston
•Chicago
•England
•Jordan
•New York
•Ohio

•Alberta2

•Australia
•Belgium
•Finland
•Hong Kong
•Japan
•Netherlands
•New Zealand
•Ontario2

•Singapore3

•South Korea

1. OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment, examination every three years of reading, math, and

science skills of 15-year olds. Liechtenstein and Macao also scored in the top ten in 2003 but were excluded for
technical reasons.

2. Canada scored 5th overall on PISA; Alberta and Ontario were included as representative provinces
3. Singapore did not participate in PISA; Singapore scored top in both science and mathematics in TIMSS 2003
4. Systems with high improvement rates according to the US National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) or

TIMSS scores. In addition, Boston and New York have been consistent finalists of the Broad Prize for Urban Education
Source: PISA, McKinsey

The team also understood the
reform direction rationale of five

other school system that are
currently launching improvement

programs
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Introduction: Inside the black box

Despite substantial increases in spending and many well-intentioned reform efforts,

performance in a large number of school systems has barely improved in decades.

Few of the most widely supported reform strategies (for instance, giving schools more

autonomy, or reducing class sizes) have produced the results promised for them. Yet

some school systems consistently perform better and improve faster than others. We

studied 25 of the world’s school systems, including 10 of the top performers, to find

out why.

Spending, reforms and outcomes

Between 1980 and 2005, public spending per student in the United States of America

increased by 73 percent, after allowing for inflation. Over the same period, the U.S.

employed more teachers: the student-to-teacher ratio fell by 18 percent and by 2005,

class sizes in the nation’s public schools were the smallest they had ever been. The

federal government, state governments, school boards, principals, teachers, teacher

unions, listed companies, non-profit organizations, and others launched tens of

thousands of initiatives aimed at improving the quality of education in the nation’s

schools.

Actual student outcomes, however, as measured by the Department of

Education’s own national assessment program, stayed almost the same. Though there

was some improvement in mathematics, the reading scores of 9 year-olds, 13 year-

olds and 17 year-olds remained the same in 2005 as they had been in 1980 (Exhibit 2). 
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Exhibit 2: U.S.: Teachers, spending and performance

Source: National Centre for Education Statistics, NEAP, Hanushek (1998)
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The United States was not the only country which had trouble improving its

school system. In fact, almost every country in the OECD substantially increased its

spending on education over the same period, in addition to launching multiple

initiatives to spend this money more effectively. Yet very few of the school systems in

the OECD achieved significant improvements in performance. One study based on the

results of national and international assessments showed that in many school systems

performance had either flat-lined or deteriorated (Exhibit 3).3
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Exhibit 3: Spending and outcomes in the OECD

*Real expenditure, corrected for the Baumol effect using a price index of government goods and service; **Math and Science
Source: UNESCO, EFA Global Monitoring Report 2005, Pritchett (2004), Woessmann (2002). McKinsey

Increase in real expenditure per student*
(1970-1994)

Belgium
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Increase in student achievement**
(1970-1994)

%

Yet many of these reform efforts appear well thought-out and far-reaching in

their objectives, making their failure all the more perplexing. In England, for example,

almost every aspect of the various reforms was reviewed and reorganized. They

reformed “the funding of schools, the governance of schools, curriculum standards,

assessment and testing, the inspection of quality, the role of local government, the role

of national government, the range and nature of national agencies, the relationship of

schools to communities, school admissions. . . ”4 Yet a report published by the

National Foundation for Education Research in 1996 demonstrated that between 1948

and 1996, despite 50 years of reform, there had been no measurable improvement in

standards of literacy and numeracy in English primary schools.5

The reforms in United States already mentioned were similarly ambitious and

were concerned with far more than merely improving the student-teacher ratio. They

also experimented with structural reforms, most prominently, in the decentralization

of powers in school districts, smaller schools, and charter schools (schools given

increased autonomy in exchange for increased accountability). Yet the results were

disappointing. Though the best charter schools demonstrated significant

improvements in student outcomes were possible, and certain chains of charter

schools showed that reliable models could consistently deliver improvements in a

succession of schools, in the aggregate, the results of the charter schools did not
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significantly outperform those of other schools. The National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP) went so far as to suggest that students in charter schools

slightly underperformed their counterparts in public schools, even after allowing for

student background (Exhibit 4).6 Similarly, ‘small schools’ (new schools created by

breaking up larger high schools) showed “slightly improved results in reading, and

worse results in math.”7

Exhibit 4: Charter schools and public schools Charter school students

Other public school students
NAEP scores in reading, grade 4, 2003

Source: NCES, America’s Charter Schools: Results from the NAEP 2003 Pilot Study; NCES, A Closer Look at Charter Schools using Hierarchical
Linear Modelling (2006)
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In New Zealand, policymakers overhauled the structure of the system,

decentralizing powers to individual schools (which would be governed by elected

boards), created two new independent regulatory bodies, and significantly reduced the

role of central government in the school system. Five years on, in the mid-1990s, up

to one-third of schools were failing. One policymaker explained, “It was naive to

assume that classroom quality would improve just because we changed our

structure.”8

A report by the Cross City Campaign, which analyzed similar reforms in

Chicago, Milwaukee and Seattle, concluded that, “The three districts had

decentralized resources and authority to the schools in different ways and had

undergone significant organizational changes to facilitate their ambitious instructional

improvement plans. The unfortunate reality for the many principals and teachers we

interviewed is that the districts were unable to change and improve practice on a large
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scale. And the evidence is indisputable: you can’t improve student learning without

improving instruction.”9

The one policy that almost every school system has pursued is in reducing

class sizes. “Class size reduction, facilitated by lower student-to-teacher ratios, has

probably been the most widely supported and most extensively funded policy aimed

at improving schools.”10 Over the past five years every country in the OECD except

for one has increased the number of its teachers relative to the number of its students.

Yet the available evidence suggests that, except at the very early grades, class

size reduction does not have much impact on student outcomes. Of 112 studies which

looked at the impact of the reduction in class sizes on student outcomes, only 9 found

any positive relationship. The remaining 103 found either no significant relationship,

or a significant negative relationship.11 Even when a significant relationship was

found, the effect was not substantial. More importantly, every single one of the

studies showed that within the range of class sizes typical in OECD countries,

“variations in teacher quality completely dominate any effect of reduced class size”.12

Moreover reducing class sizes had significant resource implications: smaller classes

meant that the school systems needed more teachers, which in turn meant that, with

the same level of funding, they had less money per teacher. It also meant that because

the school system require more teachers to achieve smaller class sizes it could become

less selective about who could be a teacher.13

Focusing on teacher quality

The available evidence suggests that the main driver of the variation in student

learning at school is the quality of the teachers. Ten years ago, seminal research based

on data from Tennessee showed that if two average eight-year-old students were

given different teachers – one of them a high performer, the other a low performer –

their performance diverge by more than 50 percentile points within three years

(Exhibit 5).14 By way of comparison, the evidence shows that reducing class sizes

from 23 to 15 students improves the performance of an average student by eight

percentile points at best.15 Another study, this time in Dallas, shows that the

performance gap between students assigned three effective teachers in a row and

those assigned three ineffective teachers in a row was 49 percentile points.16 In

Boston, students placed with top-performing math teachers made substantial gains,
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while students placed with the worst teachers regressed – their math got worse.17

Studies that take into account all of the available evidence on teacher effectiveness

suggest that students placed with high-performing teachers will progress three times

as fast as those placed with low-performing teachers.18 In every school system visited

during the benchmarking, head teachers reported variations in the amount of learning

that occurred in different classes, and those variations depended mainly on the quality

of teaching in different classrooms. 

Exhibit 5: The effect of teacher quality

*Among the top 20% of teachers; **Among the bottom 20% of teachers
Analysis of test data from Tennessee showed that teacher quality effected student performance more than any other variable; on average, two
students with average performance (50th percentile) would diverge by more than 50 percentile points over a three year period depending on the
teacher they were assigned
Source: Sanders & Rivers Cumulative and Residual Effects on Future Student Academic Achievement, McKinsey

50th percentile

0th percentile

100th percentile

Student
performance

Age 8 Age 11

90th percentile

Student with high-performing* teacher

53 percentile points

37th percentile

Student with low-performing** teacher

The negative impact of low-performing teachers is severe, particularly during

the earlier years of schooling. At the primary level, students that are placed with low-

performing teachers for several years in a row suffer an educational loss which is

largely irreversible. In some systems, by age seven, children who score in the top 20

percent on tests of numeracy and literacy are already twice as likely to complete a

university degree as children in the bottom 20 percent. In England, students that were

failing at age 11 had only a 25 percent chance of meeting the standard at age 14. By

age 14, the chances that a failing student would graduate with the expected minimum

set of school-leaving qualifications had fallen to just six percent (Exhibit 6). Taken

together, all the evidence suggests that even in good systems, students that do not
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progress quickly during their first years at school, because they are not exposed to

teachers of sufficient calibre, stand very little chance of recovering the lost years.

Exhibit 6: Cumulative impact of failure

Age 7

Age 11

Age 14

% of failing* students who will fail the next assessment

*Students not meeting the target achievement standards
Source: Department for Education and Skills (UK)

75

94

63

UK Example, 2003

Striking differences, fundamental similarities

Yet some school systems do perform better and improve faster than others.

Singaporean students score top in the TIMSS assessment (an international

examination in Mathematics and Science) despite the fact that Singapore spends less

on each student in primary education than almost any other developed country. In

Finland, students do not start school until they are seven years old, and attend classes

for only four or five hours each day during their first two years of schooling. Yet by

age 15, they score top in the world in tests of mathematics, science, reading and

problem solving, a full 50 points ahead of their peers in neighbouring Norway. In the

United States, Boston increased the number of students meeting the MCAS standard

from 25 percent to 74 percent in Math, and from 43 percent to 77 percent in English,

in just six years.

Clearly there are inevitable differences between schools: policy makers in

Seoul, Helsinki and Chicago operate in completely different cultural and political

contexts, and confront different challenges. Some systems appear to be polar

opposites: the Netherlands attributed much of their success to a highly devolved
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governance system; Singapore says it succeeded because of strong central control;

England’s system contains 23,000 schools, Boston’s just 150.

Yet there were also fundamental similarities. We found that high-performing

school systems, though strikingly different in construct and context, maintained a

strong focus on improving instruction because of its direct impact upon student

achievement. To improve instruction, these high-performing school systems

consistently do three things well:

¶ They get the right people to become teachers (the quality of an

education system cannot exceed the quality of its teachers).

¶ They develop those people into effective instructors (the only

way to improve outcomes is to improve instruction).

¶ They put in place systems and targeted support to ensure that

every child is able to benefit from excellent instruction (the only way for the

system to reach the highest performance is to raise the standard of every

student).

Acting on these drivers requires that changes and improvements be made in

other parts of the system, ranging from funding structures to governance and

incentives. These systems all ensure that they put in place the necessary foundational

conditions, such as rigorous standards and assessments, clear expectations and

differentiated support for teachers and students, and sufficient funding, facilities and

other core resources. So, although it is true that the system’s context, culture, politics

and governance will determine the course which system leaders must follow, the

cumulative experience of the high-performing systems we studied indicates that

focusing on these three drivers is essential in improving student outcomes and, more

importantly, that reform efforts which fail to address these drivers are unlikely to

deliver the improvements in outcomes that system leaders are striving to achieve. The

remainder of this report explores these drivers in more detail.
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1. “The quality of an education system

cannot exceed the quality of its teachers”

The top-performing school systems consistently attract more able people into the

teaching profession, leading to better student outcomes. They do this by making entry

to teacher training highly selective, developing effective processes for selecting the

right applicants to become teachers, and paying good (but not great) starting

compensation. Getting those essentials right drives up the status of the profession,

enabling it to attract even better candidates.

The quality of a school system rests on the quality of its teachers. The

evidence that getting the right people to become teachers is critical to high

performance is both anecdotal and statistical. A South Korean policymaker is explicit

about the importance of getting good people into teaching: “The quality of an

education system cannot exceed the quality of its teachers”.19 In the United States,

studies show that “a teacher’s level of literacy, as measured by vocabulary and other

standardized tests, affects student achievement more than any other measurable

teacher attribute.”20 While it is a matter of debate, some studies have found that

teachers working for Teach For America (a program which targets graduates of top

universities) get significantly better outcomes from their students than do other

teachers. This is the case despite the fact that their teachers have only a short period of

teacher training, work in the toughest schools, and generally have no prior experience

(teacher effectiveness increases dramatically during the first five years of teaching).21

The top-performing systems we studied recruit their teachers from the top

third of each cohort graduating from their school system: the top 5 percent in South

Korea, the top 10 percent in Finland, and the top 30 percent in Singapore and Hong

Kong. In the United States, programs in rapidly improving systems, such as the

Boston Teacher Residency, the New York Teaching Fellows, and the Chicago

Teaching Fellows, do the same thing, targeting the graduates of top universities.

Conversely, lower-performing school systems rarely attract the right people

into teaching. The New Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce
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observes that, “We are now recruiting our teachers from the bottom third of high-

school students going to college … it is simply not possible for students to graduate

[with the skills they will need] … unless their teachers have the knowledge and skills

we want our children to have.”22 A Middle Eastern policymaker, from a region where

teachers have historically been recruited from the lowest third of high-school

graduates, is more succinct: “One cannot give what one does not have.”23

Culture, policy and the status of teaching

In all of the systems we studied, both policymakers and commentators frequently

attributed their success in attracting talented people into teaching (or the lack thereof)

to variables seemingly outside the control of the policymaker: history, culture, and the

status of the teaching profession. In particular, outsiders often attribute the success of

the Asian school systems we studied to the dual blessing of a high cultural premium

on education and traditional (Confucian) respect for teachers.

Despite this common belief, our benchmarking suggests that the same broad

policies are effective in different school systems irrespective of the cultural context in

which they are applied. School systems in Europe and America which have made the

same policy choices as Asian school systems get the same quality of applicants, or

better: the Chicago Teaching Fellows and Boston Teacher Residency, for instance,

attract the same calibre of graduate as Singapore or Hong Kong. Some school systems

have made strategic policy interventions that have quickly transformed the status of

the teaching profession: England has made teaching the most popular profession

among undergraduates and graduates in just five years.24 Even in systems where the

teaching profession enjoys a traditionally high status, policy still had a massive impact

on quality. Finland has lifted the status of its primary school teachers relative to those

in secondary schools by varying salaries by as little as !100 a month. In South Korea

there is a substantial difference between the status of primary teachers and secondary

teachers: this is entirely attributable to government policy in controlling the supply of

teacher training places for primary school teachers. In each system we studied, the

evidence suggests that policies have a strong impact on status, irrespective of the

cultural context in which they are applied.

Looking at the various systems as a whole, there are common strategies and

best practices for attracting strong candidates into the teaching profession. England
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has led the way in using marketing and recruitment techniques taken from business to

increase the supply of quality applicants. Most top-performing school systems remove

obstacles to entry into the profession by creating alternative pathways for experienced

hires. Most of the systems also recognise that they will make mistakes, and have

developed processes to remove low-performing teachers from the classroom soon

after appointment.

Almost universally, the top school systems do two things: they have developed

effective mechanisms for selecting teachers for teacher training, and they pay good

starting compensation. These two things have a clear and demonstrable impact on the

quality of people who become teachers. These same features are frequently absent in

lower-performing systems.

Mechanisms for selecting teachers for teacher training

The top-performing school systems have more effective mechanisms for selecting

people for teacher training than do the lower-performing systems. They recognize that

a bad selection decision can result in up to 40 years of poor teaching. These

mechanisms acknowledge that for a person to become an effective teacher they need

to possess a certain set of characteristics that can be identified before they enter

teaching: a high overall level of literacy and numeracy, strong interpersonal and

communications skills, a willingness to learn, and the motivation to teach.25 The

selection procedures are therefore designed to test for these skills and attributes, and

select those applicants that possess them. Singapore’s and Finland’s selection

procedures are among the most effective. Both these systems place a strong emphasis

on the academic achievement of candidates, their communication skills, and their

motivation for teaching. Singapore has implemented a single, state-wide selection

process that is managed jointly by the Ministry of Education and the National Institute

for Education (Exhibit 7).
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Exhibit 7: Singapore: selection of teachers

• Check for minimum qualifications:
– Academically, applicants should be in the top 30% of

their age cohort
– Applicants should have completed relevant school and

university education
– Applicants must show evidence of interest in children

and education

• Check literacy:
– Applicants must have a high level of literacy
– Evidence shows that teachers literacy effects

achievement more than any other measurable variable

• Check attitude, aptitude and personailty:
– Conducted by a panel of three experienced

headmasters
– May include practical tests or activities

• Check attitude, aptitude and personailty:
– Teachers are monitored during their initial teacher

training at NIE
– A small number of candidates who do not demonstrate

the required standards are removed from the course

Source: Interviews: Ministry of Education (Singapore)

Only 1 in 6
applicants is
accepted to
become a
teacher

Interviews

Assessment
tests

Monitoring at
NIE

CV Screen
CV Screen

Finland has introduced a national first-round in its selection process which,

from 2007 onwards, will consist of a multiple-choice examination designed to test

numeracy, literacy and problem-solving skills.26 The top-scoring candidates are then

passed through to the second round in the selection procedure, which is run by the

individual universities. In this round the applicants are tested for their communication

skills, willingness to learn, academic ability, and motivation for teaching. Upon

graduation from teacher training, the prospective teachers nevertheless need to pass

yet further tests run by the individual schools to which they apply for teaching

positions (Exhibit 8).
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Exhibit 8: Finland: selection of teachers

• Check for strong intrinsics: 300-question multiple choice
assessment testing numeracy, literacy and problem
solving (from 2007; the first round was previously based
on high school grades and other factors)

• Check overall academic ability and literacy:
– Tests evaluate the ability to process information, think

critically, and synthesise data
– Applicants should be in the top 20% of their cohort

• Check suitability for teaching: Interviews look for
motivation to teach, motivation to learn, communication
skills and emotional intelligence

• Check suitability for teaching: Group exercises and
teaching demonstrations test communications and
interpersonal skills

* Varies by university
Source: Attracting, Developing and Retaining Teachers: Background report for Finland, Interviews, McKinsey

Only 1 in 10
applicants is
accepted to
become a
teacher*

National
screening

Interviews
(university)

Assessment
tests

(university)

Group work
(university)

Recruitment by
school

• On completion of their teacher training, candidates are
recruited by individual schools

Important as it is to get the selection process right, it is equally important to

make sure that the selection process happens at the right point in time. In every

system we studied, teachers begin their professional careers with a period of teacher

training. In most cases this consisted of either a three- or four-year undergraduate

program, or a one-year postgraduate program following an undergraduate degree in a

subject other than education. School systems therefore have two options for selecting

teachers (Exhibit 9).

¶ Option 1: The first model selects people before they start their

teacher training and limits places in the training program to those who are

selected.

¶ Option 2: The second model leaves the selection process until

after the prospective teachers have graduated from teacher training and then

selects the best graduates to become teachers.

While almost every school system in the world uses the second option, most of

the top-performers use variations on the first.
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Exhibit 9: Screening applicants

Source: OECD Attracting Developing and retaining effective teachers; interviews, McKinsey

High school
or university
(degree in a
subject
other than
education)

Teacher
training
program

Teaching
in a
school

Option 2: Screen
applicants here
(Most school systems)

Option 1: Screen
applicants here
(Most top-performers)

Failing to control entry into teacher training almost invariably leads to an

oversupply of candidates, which in turn has a significant negative effect on teacher

quality. In one system we benchmarked, of 100 people that applied to teacher training,

only 20 became teachers. Of this 100, 75 received offers for teacher training places,

indicating that it is relatively easy to get into the teacher training program. However,

upon graduation, because of over-supply, they struggled to find jobs as teachers,

making the course less appealing to the more able students. In such conditions,

teacher training became a choice for students who had few other options available to

them.

As the quality of people on the courses begins to drop, so does the quality of

the courses themselves, because the quality of any classroom experience is highly

dependent on the quality of the people in the classroom. The programs also suffer

from having too many students: if the program had selected just the number of people

needed to fill the vacant teaching posts, it would have been able to spend almost three

times as much on training each student. All told, Option 2 tends to make teacher

training a low-status program, which in turn makes teaching a low-status profession.

Once this has been allowed to happen, teaching becomes stuck in a downward spiral.
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Conversely, the top-performing systems select for entry into the teacher

training programs. They do so either by controlling entry directly, or by limiting the

number of places on teacher training courses, so that supply matches demand. In

Singapore, applicants are screened, tested and selected before they enter teacher

training (Exhibit 10). They are then formally employed by the Ministry of Education

and paid a salary during their training.27 This means that teacher training is not an

option for those with few other options. Making teacher training selective in this

manner makes it attractive to high performers. It also means that Singapore can, and

does, spend more on teacher training (per student) than other education systems

because there are fewer people on its courses. All of this makes teacher training an

attractive and high-status course in Singapore and this, in turn, makes teaching an

attractive and high-status profession.

Source: Interviews; McKinsey

Ratio of applicants for teacher education to teachers employed
2005

Students
applying
to teacher
education

Students
with offers
to teacher
education

Students
enrolling in
teacher
education

Students
graduating
from
teacher
education

Students
employed
as
teachers

ESTIMATE

Exhibit 10: Singapore: Recruitment into teaching
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Tough application
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the best
candidates from
all interested
applicants

Several other school systems have created similar structures to those seen in

Singapore. Finland limits the number of places on teacher training so that the supply

of teachers matches demand, and only allows universities to select candidates who

have passed a national screening process. Boston, Chicago and New York have a

somewhat different approach in that they control entry into teacher training only for

prospective teachers on their Fellows and Residency programs (rather than for all
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prospective teachers). For these programs candidates are selected through a system-

wide admissions process and guaranteed a teaching position in a school before they

enter teacher training. Both programs report that the calibre of their candidates is

much higher than the cities’ average intake. England focuses on limiting the funding

for teacher training to manage supply, and ensures that training providers meet certain

general standards for the selection of the students for their courses.

A compelling example of how the control of entry to teacher training

programs can have a substantial positive impact on the quality of people who become

teachers is seen in the contrast between how South Korea’s system treats its primary

school and secondary school teachers.

In order to become a primary teacher it is necessary for the prospective

teacher to first complete a four-year undergraduate degree in education at a National

Education University. Places on these courses are limited, to match the supply of

teachers to demand. Entry is by merit. Admission to all first degree courses in South

Korea is based on the results of the national College Entrance Exam; the cut-off score

for teacher training courses requires that students should be in the top 5 percent of

their academic cohort. The courses are therefore highly selective and the graduates of

these courses are very likely to find employment as a teacher. This keeps the

attractiveness, status and quality of the courses high.

South Korea takes a very different approach to training its secondary school

teachers, however, resulting in very different outcomes. In contrast to the careful

matching of supply with demand for primary school teachers, however, the selection

of secondary school teachers is not subject to tight controls. Instead of facing

restricted entry to training courses, candidates are free to complete their teacher

training at one of more than 350 competing providers. Graduates then apply for jobs

at one of the 16 provincial or metropolitan offices of education. As a result, there is

significant oversupply South Korea produces five times as many graduates each year

as are required by the secondary school system. This problem has been compounded

over time and the number of applicants now exceeds the number of places by a factor

of eleven (in December 2005 there were 59,090 applications for 5,245 teaching

positions). As a result, in contrast to the situation for primary school teaching, the
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status and attractiveness of secondary school teaching have declined in South Korea,

making it unattractive to high-performers.

Selective entry has clear benefits. Broadly, there are three different

mechanisms that school systems use to make entry into teacher training more

selective and to match the supply of teacher training with demand.

¶ System-wide recruitment processes: In Singapore and Finland,

to different degrees, the state controls the entire process for the selection of

students for teacher training. In Singapore, prospective teachers are selected

and employed by the Ministry of Education before entering teacher training.

In Finland, there is a two-stage process. In the first stage, prospective

teachers are subjected to a nation-wide screening process. In the second

stage, the individual universities select their own candidates from those that

have met the criteria in the first stage. Places on teacher training courses in

both countries are limited so that the supply of graduates matches demand.

¶ Controlling places through funding: In the primary school

systems of Hong Kong, England and South Korea, the governments use their

control of funding to limit the number of students (and the supply of teacher

training places). This approach assumes that once supply is restricted,

universities will implement rigorous selection procedures to ensure that the

best applicants are selected. The approach probably functions best in

England, which defines the competencies for new teachers, has a rigorous

quality assurance system, and puts in place penalties for under-performing

training providers. This ensures that the training providers have incentive to

implement thorough selection processes.

¶ Alternative pathways: Where the system leaders cannot

influence the university selection procedures or funding, the systems have

created alternative entry paths that enable them to select suitable candidates

before their entry into training. The Boston Teacher Residency, Chicago

Teaching Fellows, and New York Teaching Fellows all follow this approach,

guaranteeing those selected a teaching position before they enter the training

program. These districts have entered into agreements with the local schools

and universities to provide training for the candidates they select.
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In addition to developing alternative ways of recruiting fresh graduates, top-

performing systems have also found ways to recruit more experienced graduates.

Typically, teacher training requirements create barriers to recruiting such people.

Applicants to teaching who have already completed their university studies and

started work generally have to undertake a year of training, during which they lose a

year’s earnings, as well as often having to bear the cost of their course. This makes

entry into the profession unattractive to experienced hires, particularly those with

families or other financial commitments. Opening up alternative routes into teaching

in which entrants are relieved of this financial burden significantly increases the pool

of potential applicants into the profession. Most systems have also found that the

quality of applicants on these programs is higher than otherwise (Exhibit 11).

England has probably diversified its recruitment process the most, having

developed more entry points into teaching than any other system in an attempt to

maximise recruitment. By 2006 there were 32 different ways to enter the teaching

profession in England, though the expectations of the skills, knowledge, and

behaviors teachers should demonstrate by the time they had completed their training

was the same for each route.

Exhibit 11: Programs for experienced hires

Source: Interviews, McKinsey

Age

High-school
graduates

University
graduates

Experienced
hires

Segment
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24

Boston •The Boston Teacher Residency trains
new teachers, pays a salary during
training, and covers training costs

•Applicants are in the top 10% of their
cohort, “more qualified, more mature”

Chicago •The Chicago Teaching Fellows trains
teachers and pays a salary during
training

•Applicants are stronger and stay
longer than for the regular intake

England •20% of new teachers enter the
profession through employment-based
routes

•The quality of teaching and student
results after two years is higher than
on the standard intake

Singapore •All teacher trainees are paid a salary
and guaranteed a job on graduation

Most top-performing systems recognise that no selection process is perfect,

and have procedures to remove the lowest-performing teachers from the classroom
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after appointment to their teaching position, if the evidence of their classroom practice

requires it. In the rapidly improving systems of Boston and Chicago, teachers are not

made permanent until they have been teaching for three and four years, respectively.

This allows the district to remove them from their position if they prove unsuitable. In

England and New Zealand teachers do not gain their teaching licences until after they

have completed one and two years teaching, respectively, and have gained satisfactory

reviews from their principals. In New Zealand the Teachers’ Council makes a second,

follow-up evaluation of 10 percent of all new teachers so as to ensure the evaluations

undertaken by the school principals meet the right standard.

Good starting compensation

The other essential ingredient for getting the right people to become teachers is to

provide good starting pay. All of the top-performing systems we benchmarked (except

for one) paid starting salaries that were at or above the OECD average, relative to

their GDP per capita. What is interesting, however, is that the range of starting

salaries offered by the top performers is very narrow: most systems pay a starting

salary between 95 percent and 99 percent of GDP per capita (across the OECD as a

whole, starting salaries range from 44 percent to 186 percent of GDP per capita)

(Exhibit 12).

Exhibit 12: Starting salaries in school systems

Source: OECD Education at a glance 2005, Interviews, McKinsey
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A good salary is not necessary the main or only motivation for teaching, of

course. Surveys show that most people who enter the teaching profession do so for a

range of reasons, the foremost of which is the desire to help a new generation succeed

in a world in which skills and knowledge are crucial to success. In fact, salary is

rarely stated to be one of the most important reasons for becoming a teacher, even in

the systems where compensation is good; in the words of one Finnish teacher, “None

of us do this for the money”.28 However, the surveys also show that unless school

systems offer salaries which are in line with other graduate starting salaries, the

people who might apply for these other jobs do not enter teaching.

This has important implications for policy. Top-performing systems have

found that while raising salaries in line with other graduate salaries is important,

raising them above the market average for graduates does not lead to substantial

further increases in the quality or quantity of applicants. In England, where salaries

had been slightly below average graduate salaries, increasing teacher salaries by a

small amount (10 percent) resulted in a substantial rise in applications (30 percent); 

whereas, in Switzerland, where salaries were already very high (116 percent of GDP

per capita), further increases in salary had little impact on the number or quality of

applicants to teaching.29 This might explain why countries which pay very high

starting salaries (in Europe, Spain, Germany and Switzerland pay the highest starting

salaries relative to GDP) have not gained improved outcomes as a result. Only in

South Korea, where salaries are exceptionally high (not only do they start high, but

they rose to a maximum that was two-and-a-half times higher than the average

maximum teacher salary in the OECD)30 do higher salaries appear to have resulted in

an increase in the quality of people becoming teachers.

Clearly, paying higher starting salaries places a financial burden on the school

system. Broadly, there are three strategies for balancing the cost of paying higher

starting salaries:

¶ Spending more: Boston Public Schools pays the highest

starting salaries in Massachusetts. In order to do so, it spends more: its annual

spending on primary education per student is equivalent to 26 percent of

GDP per capita, significantly above the OECD average. However, most of
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the top performers spent less on their school systems than the OECD average

– they have found other ways to fund higher starting salaries (Exhibit 13).

Exhibit 13: Top performers often spent less on education
than the OECD average

* Estimate
Source: OECD Education at a glance 2005, Interviews, McKinsey
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¶ Frontloading compensation: Finland, the Netherlands, New

Zealand, Australia and England, in effect, frontload their compensation: the

starting salaries are good, but relative to other OECD countries, subsequent

increases in compensation are small.31 In Finland, the difference between the

average starting salary and the maximum teacher salary is just 18 percent

(Exhibit 14). By paying good starting salaries, Finland attracts strong

performers into the profession. Teachers who are committed to teaching stay

despite the salary; others who are less committed leave, as their

compensation decreases relative to their peers in other professions. Systems

which frontload compensation can succeed because of two factors: first,

salary progression is less important in the decision to become a teacher than

starting salary and, secondly, teacher retention is generally not correlated

strongly to salary progression.
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Exhibit 14: Salaries in Finland and the OECD

Source: OECD Education at a glance 2005
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Though restructuring salary scales in order to frontload compensation is likely

to prove difficult in most school systems, it is not impossible. One of the top-

performers, the Netherlands, has done exactly this. Between 1990 and 1997, the

Netherlands increased the monthly starting salary for teachers from €1,480 to €2,006,

effectively bringing teachers’ starting salaries into line with the private sector.32 The

Netherlands also reduced the time it takes to reach the top of the salary schedule from

26 years to 18 years, with the eventual aim of reducing it to 15 years. Similarly,

Alberta has been increasing its starting salaries more quickly than its maximum

salary, and has reduced the difference between the top and bottom of its scale from 81

percent to 70 percent since 2001. Some of the school systems use other mechanisms

to frontload compensation, such as paying salaries or bursaries during teacher training

(Boston, England, Chicago, New York, Singapore) or offering signing bonuses to new

teachers (England).

¶ Increasing class size: South Korea and Singapore employ

fewer teachers than other systems; in effect, this ensures that they can spend

more money on each teacher at an equivalent funding level. Both countries

recognise that while class size has relatively little impact on the quality of

student outcomes (see above), teacher quality does. South Korea’s student-to-

teacher ratio is 30:1, compared to an OECD average of 17:1,33 enabling it in

effect to double teacher salaries while maintaining the same overall funding
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level as other OECD countries (teacher salaries are the main budget item in

any school system budget, typically representing 60–80 percent of spending).

Singapore has pursued a similar strategy, but has also frontloaded

compensation. This combination enables it to spend less on primary

education than almost any OECD country and yet still attract strong

candidates into the teaching profession. In addition, because Singapore and

South Korea need fewer teachers, they are also in a position to be more

selective about who becomes a teacher. This, in turn, increases the status of

teaching, making the profession even more attractive.

The importance of teacher status

In all of the systems we studied, the ability of a school system to attract the right

people into teaching is closely linked to the status of the profession. In Singapore and

South Korea, opinion polls show that the general public believe that teachers make a

greater contribution to society than any other profession. New teachers in all of the

systems studied consistently reported that the status of the profession was one of the

most important factors in their decision to become a teacher.

In all school systems there are powerful feedback loops associated with the

status of the teaching profession. Once teaching became a high-status profession,

more talented people became teachers, lifting the status of the profession even higher.

This is particularly apparent in Finland and South Korea, where historically strong

teaching forces have given the profession a high status in the eyes of the general

public, attracting further high-calibre recruits and perpetuating this status. Conversely,

where the profession has a low status, it attracts less-talented applicants, pushing the

status of the profession down further and, with it, the calibre of people it is able to

attract. The power of these feedback loops suggests that seemingly small policy

changes can sometimes have a massive impact on the status of the teaching

profession.

In all of the school systems the status of teaching is driven mainly by policy,

and policies can change its status very quickly. There are two dominant approaches

for changing the status of the profession:

¶ Separate branding: Boston, Chicago, Teach First and Teach

For America have all created distinct brands with a separate status associated
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with them. For instance, Teach First and Teach For America have

successfully branded themselves as programs distinct from mainstream

teaching: “Teach First succeeded in making teaching acceptable among a

group who had perceived it as having low status by constructing the

participants as an elite group.”34

¶ System-wide strategies: Singapore and England have both

implemented carefully constructed marketing strategies, linked to recruitment

programs, which have sought to raise the status of the profession . In both

cases, the systems deployed the best practices from business. The marketing

was backed by tangible improvements to starting conditions, particularly

increased salaries.

The Training and Development Agency for Schools (TDA) in England tracked

the response to its marketing campaigns and, based on the feedback it was getting,

carefully modified its approach (Exhibit 15).

Exhibit 15: England: TDA advertising strategy
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people to teaching …
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progression
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Source: Training and Development Agency For Schools

The TDA had been given the task of raising the quality and quantity of

applicants into teaching. To do this it chose to employ best-practice marketing and

recruiting techniques used in business: it carefully segmented its target audience,

tracked individual candidates through a sophisticated relationship management

system, scripted key interactions between its representatives and prospective teachers,
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and got feedback through surveys and market research (Exhibit 16). It also supported

two differentiated programs to appeal to different segments of the market. Its Teach

First35 program targets top university graduates, while FastTrack is designed to attract

and develop potential school leaders.

Exhibit 16: TDA’s promotion of teaching

Source: Training and Development Agency For Schools

• Teacher recruitment line: Phone number for potential applicants
to call to register or get more information

• Events: Presentations, workshops and taster courses held
throughout the country for potential applicants

• Open schools: 500 designated schools which potential
applicants can visit to find out more about teaching

Strong marketing
materials

Live recruitment

Programmes
specially designed
to meet specific
needs

In addition to changing how the teaching profession is perceived externally,

most systems have found that the perception of the teaching profession is linked to the

perceived level of education and training that teachers are required to undertake to

become teachers.

¶ Emphasis on development: Policymakers in Finland have

raised the status of the teaching profession by requiring that all teachers

possess a master’s degree. Singaporean policymakers have achieved a similar

result by ensuring the academic rigor of their teacher education courses, as

well as by providing all teachers with the entitlement of 100 hours fully-paid

professional development training each year.

Conclusion

The debate about how to improve the world’s school systems has all too often been

guided by a set of beliefs that have little basis in fact: namely that it is possible to

make substantial long-term improvement to the school system without fundamentally
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raising the quality of people who enter the teaching profession; important variables,

such as the status of the teaching profession, are largely outside the control of

policymakers; attracting better people into teaching will always require school

systems to pay ever higher salaries; making teaching the preferred career choice for

large numbers of top-performers is an unattainable, or at best, distant goal. The

experiences of the high-performing school systems suggest that all these beliefs fail

the test of critical examination.

School systems, from Seoul to Chicago, from London to New Zealand, and

from Helsinki to Singapore, show that making teaching the preferred career choice

depends less on high salaries or ‘culture’ than it does on a small set of simple but

critical policy choices: developing strong processes for selecting and training teachers,

paying good starting compensation, and carefully managing the status of the teaching

profession. Above all, the top performing systems demonstrate that the quality of an

education system depends ultimately on the quality of its teachers.
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2. “The only way to improve outcomes

is to improve instruction”

The top-performing school systems recognise that the only way to improve outcomes

is to improve instruction: learning occurs when students and teachers interact, and

thus to improve learning implies improving the quality of that interaction. They have

understood which interventions are effective in achieving this – coaching classroom

practice, moving teacher training to the classroom, developing stronger school

leaders, and enabling teachers to learn from each other – and have found ways to

deliver these interventions throughout their school system.

The quality of the outcomes for any school system is essentially the sum of the

quality of the instruction that its teachers deliver. You could define the entire task of a

school system as to ensure that when a teacher enters the classroom he or she has the

materials, the knowledge, the capability and the ambition to raise the standards of

every child, every day. Ensuring that teachers have that knowledge and capacity is not

easy. Delivering excellent instruction requires teachers to develop a highly

sophisticated set of skills. Alberta’s standards for effective teaching, for instance, list

more than 30 variables that teachers are expected to consider when deciding which

instructional techniques to use in any given situation. By age nine, “the achievement

gap within a single class may span five or more years of schooling.”36 Teachers need

to be able to assess precisely the strengths and weaknesses of each individual student

they teach, select the appropriate instructional methods to help them to learn, and

deliver instruction in an effective and efficient manner.

The first part of the challenge is to define what great instruction looks like.

That task – developing the curriculum and its associated pedagogies – is difficult and

controversial from an educational perspective, yet relatively more straightforward

from a system management perspective: the challenge is broadly one of finding the

best educators and giving them the space to debate and create a better curriculum and

pedagogy.
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The second part of the challenge in instruction is, at least from a system

management perspective, much more complex: giving thousands of teachers (in some

cases hundreds of thousands of teachers) the capacity and knowledge to deliver that

great instruction reliably, every day, across thousands of schools, in circumstances

that vary enormously from one classroom to the next – and all this with very little

oversight.

All of the rapidly improving systems recognise the complexity and primacy of

this second challenge, and focus much of their reform effort on developing and

implementing successful strategies to improve classroom instruction. One

policymaker in Boston explained that, “The three pillars of the reform were

professional development, professional development, and professional development.

...We aligned everything – resources, organization, people – with professional

development. 5 percent of the district’s budget went to professional development, and

80 percent of that went to teachers...The only way to improve outcomes is to improve

instruction”37 It is not just improving systems that recognise the primacy of this

challenge; the top-performing systems do so too. Singapore used its National Institute

of Education to deliver high-quality professional development to its teaching

workforce: “You can have the best curriculum, the best infrastructure, and the best

policies, but if you don’t have good teachers then everything is lost.…We provide our

teachers with 100 hours of professional development each year.…If you do not have

inspired teachers, how can you have inspired students?”38 In England too, reforms

focused on improving classroom practice. As one policymaker reflected, “Between

1988 and 1998, [many things] were changed, changed utterly, sometimes twice or

three times. And then I’d go into a primary school classroom in 1998 and I’d think to

myself – this is very like 1988.… Since 1998 we have changed that. We have taken

reform inside the classroom.”39

Certain interventions for improving instruction had a dramatic impact on

student outcomes. In just six years, Boston increased the number of its students

meeting the MCAS standard from 25 percent to 74 percent in Math, and from 43

percent to 77 percent in English. In England, where there had been little or no

improvement in student outcomes in literacy and numeracy for nearly half a century,

the government rolled out new national training programs which employed best-
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practice training techniques. In just three years, they increased the number of students

meeting the target standards in literacy from 63 percent to 75 percent (Exhibit 17).

Exhibit 17: England: impact of the National Literacy
Strategy

Source: DoE
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Necessary but not sufficient

Top-performing systems are relentless in their focus on improving the quality of

instruction in their classrooms. Yet this focus on instruction, though a necessary

condition, is in itself insufficient to bring about improvement. In order to improve

instruction, school systems needed to find ways to change fundamentally what

happens in the classrooms. At the level of individual teachers, this implies getting

three things to happen:

¶ Individual teachers need to become aware of specific

weaknesses in their own practice. In most cases, this involves building an

awareness not only of what they do but also of the mindset underlying it.

¶ Individual teachers need to gain understanding of specific best

practices. In general, this can only be achieved through the demonstration of

such practices in an authentic setting.

¶ Individual teachers need to be motivated to make the necessary

improvements. In general, this requires a deeper change in motivation than
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can be achieved by material incentives. Such changes come about when

teachers have high expectations, a shared sense of purpose, and above all, a

collective belief in their common ability to make a difference to the education

of the children they serve.

Many of the reforms we studied were unable to deliver substantial

improvements largely because they did not get all of these three things to happen at

the same time. While certain reforms increased accountability or introduced

performance-based incentives to improve motivation, they did so without making

teachers aware of their weaknesses or of best practices.  

There is plenty of evidence to suggest that without all three things in place,

change will be limited. For instance, studies which evaluated the effect of

performance-based pay on student outcomes in North Carolina, Denver and Texas

show that although student outcomes might improve to a certain extent in some

schools, as a result, these gains were not substantial.40 Reforms that expose teachers to

best practices through workshops or written materials but that do so without making

this knowledge precise enough for them to understand how to apply it in their own

classroom also fail: “The notion that external ideas by themselves will result in

changes in the classroom and school is deeply flawed as a theory of action.”41 Despite

the evidence, and the fact that almost every other profession conducts most of its

training in real-life settings (doctors and nurses in hospitals, clergy in churches,

lawyers in courtrooms, consultants with clients) very little teacher training takes place

in the teacher’s own classrooms, the place in which it would be precise and relevant

enough to be the most effective.

Different approaches

There are broadly four approaches high-performing school systems use to help

teachers improve instruction, create awareness of weaknesses in their practice,

provide them with a precise knowledge of best practice, and motivate them to make

the necessary improvements.

¶ Building practical skills during the initial training: Several

high-performing and improving systems have moved their initial period of

training from the lecture theater to the classroom. This allows them to build

teaching skills more effectively. On the one-year Teacher Residency program
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in Boston, for example, trainees spend four days each week in a school. In

England, two-thirds of the time on one-year teacher training courses is 

devoted to teaching practice.42 In Japan, teachers spend up to two days a

week during their first year of training in one-on-one coaching in their

classrooms.

¶ Placing coaches in schools to support teachers: All top

systems, including the rapidly improving ones, recognize that if you want

good teachers, you need to have good teachers train them, and this requires

focused one-on-one coaching in the classroom. Expert teachers are sent into

the classroom to observe and provide one-on-one coaching in terms of

feedback, modelling better instruction, and in helping teachers to reflect upon

their own practice. In England, teachers with a track record of excellent

instruction are given reduced teaching loads in order to allow them to spend

more time coaching their colleagues. In Chicago and Boston, literacy coaches

work one-on-one with teachers in classrooms to help them to improve their

instruction.

¶ Selecting and developing effective instructional leaders:

Coaching is effective as an intervention, but it can become even more so once

schools have developed the culture of coaching and development that will

sustain it. To achieve this goal, certain school systems have ensured that their

school leaders are also ‘instructional leaders’. They have put in place

mechanisms for selecting the best teachers to become principals, and then

train them to become instructional leaders who spend a good portion of their

time coaching and mentoring their teachers. Principals in small schools in

most of the top systems spent 80 percent of the school day focused on

improving instruction and demonstrating a set of behaviors which build the

capacity and motivation of their teachers to constantly improve their own

instruction.

¶ Enabling teachers to learn from each other: Finally, some of

the best systems have found ways to enable teachers to learn from each other.

Teachers in most schools work alone. In a number of the top systems,

particularly those in Japan and Finland, teachers work together, plan their
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lessons jointly, observe each others’ lessons, and help each other improve.

These systems create a culture in their schools in which collaborative

planning, reflection on instruction, and peer coaching are the norm and

constant features of school life. This enables teachers to develop

continuously.

Most of the top systems combine two or three of these approaches. While the

first two approaches are interventions that improve instruction but which do not

attempt to embed a culture of continuous improvement, the other two complement

them by focusing on the creation of a culture that can help ensure sustained

improvement.

Building practical skills during initial training

Teachers develop the bulk of their instructional capability during their first years of

training and practice. In several of the school systems we studied, the evidence

suggests that the support given to teachers during this period (both in their initial

training and their first years of practice) was rarely as effective as it should have been.

Research shows that in the United States many teacher education programs have little

impact on teacher effectiveness.43 Frequently, this is because the connection is not

strong enough between what the trainee teachers do during their training, and what

they are expected to be able to do once they arrive in the classroom. Angus McBeath,

a former superintendent of Edmonton’s schools in Alberta, noted, “We would never

turn out a freshly minted doctor and say, ‘go operate on somebody’ without three or

four years of practice – guided practice.… But we turn out teachers, put them in

classrooms, and ignore them.”44

All of the better school systems we studied had integrated practicum into their

teacher training programs. Boston, England, Finland and Japan went further, in

increasing the amount of intensive practical support given to new teachers and in

finding ways to ensure that the support they give is more effective.

¶ Boston: Boston has introduced a graduate teacher training

program based on a medical-residency model, combining a large amount of

practical experience, a strong theoretical background, and a higher-level

(masters) degree qualification. After an initial six-week summer school,

trainee teachers spend one year on an apprenticeship in schools. During this
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year they spend four days each week working with an experienced teacher,

and one day a week doing coursework. During their second year, each new

teacher is allocated a mentor who provides two-and-a-half hours of in-class

coaching each week. Mentors “model, co-teach, observe and help with

classroom management, lesson planning and instructional strategies.”45 In

order to improve the quality of mentoring on the program, Boston now

employs a number of full-time specialist mentors, each of whom supports 14

new teachers.

¶ England: England has placed all funding for teacher training

under the control of a new agency, the Training and Development Agency for

Schools. The TDA set strict standards for teacher training institutions,

including a minimum requirement of 24 weeks46 of practical experience on

most courses (two-thirds of the total course time on one year programs) with

the requirement that this classroom experience provides a good learning

environment for trainee teachers. Providers are inspected by an independent

inspectorate; the TDA reduces funding or closes down providers which do

not meet the standards. England has also introduced an induction year, during

which new teachers are given increased support and supervision, a reduced

teaching load that allows extra time for planning and training, and a regular

performance review to highlight areas requiring improvement.

¶ Finland: Most faculties of education manage their own training

schools: these are fully operational schools where students carry out their

initial teaching practice. The organizational structure helps link the content of

teacher training tightly to the actual practice within schools, and provides

additional opportunities for the faculty to incorporate observation and

practice gained in the classroom into their teacher training courses.

¶ Japan: The teacher preparation programs at Japan’s

universities focus mainly on building the intrinsic capabilities and the content

and pedagogical knowledge of aspirant teachers. In 1989, Japan introduced

an intense training program for first-year teachers during which trainees

develop their practical teaching skills. In this program, trainee teachers work

full-time in schools and during their first year are provided with up to two
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days of one-on-one coaching and support each week from ‘guidance

teachers’. Guidance teachers coach and mentor but do not evaluate new

teachers during their first year in the classroom.

Placing coaches in schools to support teachers in the classroom

The next challenge is to make in-service training an effective tool to improve

instruction. Several of the systems do this through on-the-job coaching. Expert

teachers, trained in how to coach other teachers, enter classrooms to observe teachers,

give feedback, model instruction, and share in planning. In some cases the experts are

full-time coaches employed by the district or ministry, in others they are experienced

teachers with a track record of excellent instruction who have been given a reduced

teaching load so that they can support and coach other teachers. Singapore appoints

senior teachers and master teachers to lead the coaching and development of the

teachers in each of its schools. 

Coaching interventions can lead to a substantial improvement in outcomes in a

short time. Through its National Literacy and Numeracy Strategies, England has

trained numeracy and literacy coaches in every primary school. It developed a

network of national experts to train these coaches, focusing both on effective

pedagogies to be used to improve student outcomes and on the techniques to get

teachers to employ them. The result has been a significant improvement in outcomes

over just three years. Several of the Middle Eastern systems have used coaching

strategies to effect significant changes in instruction in their schools, bringing in

coaches from foreign school systems to quickly train large numbers of teachers in

different teaching styles.

Selecting and developing effective instructional leaders

The research on school leadership suggests that it is “second only to classroom

teaching as an influence on learning.”47 Some 97 percent of schools in England rated

good or excellent overall by the independent inspectorate are led by management

teams that are also rated good or excellent overall; only 8 percent of schools with

leadership teams rated satisfactory or below are rated good or excellent overall.48

Research shows that without an effective headteacher [principal], a school is unlikely
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to have a culture of high expectations, or strive for continuous improvement. “… 

Schools are vulnerable where a formerly good headteacher becomes less effective

over time, or where a strong headteacher leaves the school without having developed

a confident and effective leadership team.”49

The evidence suggests that strong school leadership is particularly important

in producing improvement. Reforms in Boston, England, and Singapore all

demonstrate that good leadership in schools is important in effecting fast and

substantial changes to practice. Top-performing school systems draw on a substantial

and growing knowledge about what constitutes effective school leadership to develop

their principals into drivers of improvement in instruction. In general, developing

effective instruction leaders in schools means doing three things:

¶ Getting the right teachers to become principals

¶ Developing instructional leadership skills

¶ Focusing each principal’s time on instructional leadership.

Getting the right teachers to become principals

To produce effective school leaders, school systems first need to select the right

people to become leaders. Research on effective school leadership shows that “a small

handful of personal traits explain a high proportion of the variation in leadership

effectiveness.”50 To get the right people to become school leaders, high-performing

school systems provide the right incentives to get the best teachers to apply for

leadership positions, and implement processes effective in selecting the best of those

who apply. How they do this depends mainly on whether principal selection is

centralized (i.e., controlled by the district or ministry), or decentralized (i.e.,

controlled by individual schools). Singapore and Chicago illustrate two systems for

doing this.

¶ Singapore: Principals’ salaries are high, partly in recognition

of the demands of the role, as well as to attract strong candidates. As part of

the stringent selection process for principals, candidates are put through an

Assessment Center, which is a series of carefully designed exercises that

elicit observable behaviors related to the core competencies of a school

leader. Candidates that are found to have principalship potential attend a six-
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month program run by the National Institute of Education. These candidates

are assessed continuously by the training team, and this assessment is fed into

the selection process. This ongoing assessment over a six-month period

provides a more accurate reading of the intrinsic capabilities than is achieved

by a regular recruitment process. At the end of the six-month program, only

candidates who are found to be ready for principalship and can be matched to

schools are appointed as principals.

¶ Chicago: Principals are selected and employed by individual

school committees, making it more difficult for the district to control quality

than in Singapore. In response to this organizational challenge, the city has

introduced tough eligibility criteria, creating a two-stage selection process. In

order to apply for a principal position, candidates first need to pass through

this eligibility process (two-thirds of applicants fail on their first attempt).

Eligible candidates then compete for principal positions at individual schools

(Exhibit 18).

Exhibit 18: Chicago: selecting principals

Source: Interviews, Chicago Public Schools, McKinsey

• District

• Select candidates with the
highest leadership potential from
a general pool of applicants

• Candidates develop a portfolio,
describing their experience in
different competencies, e.g.
giving evidence of instructional
leadership

• Portfolios are reviewed by a
committee of retired principals,
with a first-time pass rate of one
in three

• Candidates are interviewed by
the portfolio-review committee

• Candidates must pass an exam
on district school policy

Level

Aim

Process

Eligibility

• School

• Select the right candidate for each
school from the eligible pool

• Chicago aims to have 5-6 eligible good-
fit candidates apply for each position

• Candidates apply direct to the school.
The school committee interviews and
selects the principal

• The committee is supported by an area
leader who provides expert advice on
principal selection

• Committees give parents, the
community and teachers a strong voice
in the appointment process, which
generally means that appointed
candidates have strong support from the
school once they take up their position

Appointment

Developing instructional leadership skills
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Getting the right people to become school leaders is very important, but so is

providing these people with the right set of skills to be effective leaders. Essentially,

all successful school leaders “draw on the same repertoire of basic leadership

practices.”51 The best-performing school system’s implement a coherent and aligned

development model, (frequently based on an apprenticeship model) which helps

aspiring and existing school leaders to develop these practices (Exhibits 19 & 20).

Exhibit 19: Boston: developing principals

Source: Interviews, Boston Public Schools, McKinsey

• Summer institute: A five-day program focused on preparing
principals for their first 2-3 weeks in the school

• Mentoring: Each new principal is mentored by an experienced
principal with a complementary set of skills

• Central Support on administrative issues, e.g. school budgeting
• Networking meetings: monthly facilitated cohort meetings
• Just-in-time sessions: Seminars or workshops for the cohort group to

cover specific problem areas, as requested

• 3 days a week on apprenticeship in schools, working with an
experienced principal

• 2 days a week in classes and seminars, focused on management
techniques, and instructional leadership

• Fellows are paid a salary during training; they compete for principal
positions on graduation

• Deputy Superintendents: Boston requires that deputy
superintendents devote most of their time to coaching principals

• Clusters: The district is divided into 9 clusters, each with a cluster
leader. The cluster leader provides mentoring and support for other
principals in the cluster, without having a direct evaluative or
supervisory role

Fellowship
program

New principal
support

On-going
development

Exhibit 20: Singapore: developing principals

• Management and leadership courses taken from
leading executive training programs

• One day a week in schools were candidates are
assigned to develop innovative approaches to the
toughest problems that the school faces

• Group projects where candidates work as teams to
develop new educational approaches

• 2-week overseas placement with a foreign
corporation (e.g. IBM, HP, Ritz Carlton), where they
shadow top private-sector executives in order to gain
a private-sector perspective on distinctive leadership

• Rigorous evaluation – only candidates who
demonstrate the required competencies will be
appointed as a principal

“We train our teachers and vice-principals to apply best practices; we train
our principals to create them”

Six month
program to

develop new
principals

Source: Interviews, McKinsey
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Focusing each principal’s time on instructional leadership

Once the school system has identified and developed the right people with the right

skills, it then needs to structure the roles, expectations and incentives to ensure that its

principals focus on instructional leadership, not on school administration. This

contrasts with school systems in which many principals spend most of their time on

tasks not directly related to improving instruction in their schools, thus limiting their

capacity to effect real improvement in student outcomes.52 The systems which seek to

use their principals as drivers of reform expect them to be excellent instructors who

spend most of their time coaching teachers. In the words of one highly successful

principal we interviewed: “Being a teacher is about helping children to learn. Being a

principal is about helping adults to learn. That’s why it’s tough.…I walk the halls,

walk the halls, and walk the halls.…I only look at my inbox after everybody else

leaves.”53

Enabling teachers to learn from each other

The final approach is to enable teachers to learn from each other. Unlike other

professions, where professionals naturally operate in teams, teachers generally work

alone, denying them natural opportunities to learn from each other. Several school

systems employ strategies aimed at changing this, creating schools in which teachers

regularly observe each other’s practice, thereby producing an environment which

stimulates the sharing of knowledge on what works and what does not, encourages

teachers to give each other feedback, and helps shape a common aspiration and

motivation for improving the quality of instruction. These systems are some of the

best performing of all of the systems we studied.

¶ Japan: The learning culture in its schools is centered on ‘lesson

study’ (kenkyuu jugyou). Groups of teachers work together to refine

individual lessons, jointly planning, executing and then evaluating different

instructional strategies for achieving a specific learning objective. Groups of

teachers visit each other’s classrooms to observe and understand the practice

of other teachers (Exhibit 21). There is a strong emphasis on making sure that

best practices are shared throughout the school: “When a brilliant American
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teacher retires, almost all of the lesson plans and practices that she has

developed also retire. When a Japanese teacher retires, she leaves a legacy.”54

Exhibit 21: Japan: Learning communities

Enabling teachers to share best practice, learn from each others strengths
and weaknesses, and jointly develop and disseminate excellent practice

Lesson study

Teachers work in teams to analyse
and develop model lessons. The
study requires each teacher to
reflect in depth on their own practice,
with the assistance of their peers.
The final sample lessons are
recorded and distributed.

Demonstration lessons

Teachers demonstrate excellent
practice to a wider group of
instructors, followed by discussion
and feedback sessions. The lessons
are used to give each teacher
access to examples of excellent
practice, to recognise development,
and to hold teachers accountable for
the quality of their instruction

Source: Interviews, McKinsey

¶ Boston: Timetables are set up so that all of the teachers who

are teaching the same subject at the same grade level have ‘free classes’

together. This time is used for jointly planning and analysing teaching

practice based on assessment data. The sessions are facilitated, either by the

principal or one of the literacy coaches, and use assessment data as the basis

for structured discussion. The aim is to uncover differences between the

instructional practices of the various teachers in the school and to understand

how these differences impact results. The sessions are followed by peer

observation and common planning of teaching strategies (Exhibit 22). Some

of the schools using this approach are built on an open plan: without doors

between classrooms, and sometimes without walls. This facilitates

collaborative teaching and encourages teachers to learn from each other.
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Exhibit 22: Boston: Common planning time

Creating space
for discussion

Making the
sessions
effective

Individuals to
teams

• Teachers were timetabled so that all of the teachers
teaching the same subject at the same grade had
free classes at the same time

• The classes were used for joint planning of teaching

• Discussions were data-driven, using individual
student data to identify strong and weak points in
each teacher’s instruction

• Use of the data created shared accountability and
drive towards results

• The sessions were facilitated, either by the principal
or one of the literacy coaches

• Teachers spent more time watching each other
lessons. Some schools were built on an open plan,
so teachers were constantly observing each others
practice

Source: Interviews, Boston Public Schools, McKinsey

¶ Finland: Teachers are given one afternoon each week for joint

planning and curriculum development. The fact that the national curriculum

specifies only general outcome goals, rather than the path by which to attain

them, means that teachers in schools have to work together to develop a

curriculum and instructional strategies that are tailored to the needs of their

school. Schools in the same municipality are encouraged to work together

and share materials so that best practices spread quickly throughout the

system.

Conclusion

Many of the reforms we studied failed to deliver improvement because they had little

effect on what happened inside the classroom. Cuban’s analogy for how most school

reforms affect teaching practice is that they are like storms on the ocean: “The surface

is agitated and turbulent, while the ocean floor is calm and serene (if a bit murky).

Policy churns dramatically, creating the appearance of major changes … while deep

below the surface, life goes on largely uninterrupted.”55

All the evidence from both the high- and low-performing systems shows that

the most effective way to deliver sustained and substantial improvements in outcomes

is through sustained and substantial improvements in instruction. School systems from

Singapore to England and from Finland to Boston have done this successfully,
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catalysing significant improvements in instruction that have led to demonstrable

improvements in student outcomes. The four different approaches that have proved

effective all begin with an understanding of what it takes to improve the quality of

instruction of a single teacher, and then develop the systems to create these conditions

for all teachers. They show that while the task of transforming instruction on a large

scale is challenging, it is nevertheless achievable.
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3. “High performance requires every child to

succeed”

Getting the right people to become teachers and developing them into effective

instructors gives school systems the capacity they need to deliver the improved

instruction that leads to improved outcomes. High-performing school systems go

further than this and put in place processes which are designed to ensure that every

child is able to benefit from this increased capacity. These systems set high

expectations for what each and every child should achieve, and then monitor

performance against the expectations, intervening whenever they are not met. High-

performing school systems construct effective interventions at the level of the school,

identifying schools that are not performing satisfactorily, and intervening to raise

standards of performance. The very best systems intervene at the level of the

individual student, developing processes and structures within schools that are able to

identify whenever a student is starting to fall behind, and then intervening to improve

that child’s performance.

The extent to which a school system is able to realise the benefits of improved

instruction depends on its ability to deploy it effectively: the system needs to give

every child, rather than just some children, access to excellent instruction. Ensuring

that every child benefits from high-quality instruction is not only an important end in

itself, the evidence from international assessments suggests that strong performance

for the system as a whole depends on it. For example, the PISA scores of the top-

performing systems show a low correlation between outcomes and the home

background of the individual student (Exhibit 23). The best systems have produced

approaches to ensure that the school can compensate for the disadvantages resulting

from the student’s home environment.
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Exhibit 23: Outcomes correlated to home background

Source: PISA, 2003

% of each student’s score explained by student background

Average
PISA
score

PISA scores and socioeconomic background for countries scoring above 480 in the PISA
assessment

In many of the systems we studied, the systems to ensure consistent high-

quality instruction are either absent or broken. In England, for instance, mechanisms

to intervene in poorly performing schools were introduced into the system only

relatively recently: “The idea that a school could be failing, known to be failing, and

left failing, looks scandalous in retrospect…High performance requires every child to

succeed.”56 Systems that compensate for the effects of low income and poor home

background on educational achievement are still far from universal. Yet in many cases

these interventions are critical in ensuring that the overall level of performance of the

school system can be raised sufficiently: the evidence suggests that poorer families

and poorer localities invest less in their children’s education, dragging down overall

performance. In the United States, for instance, children whose mothers have

bachelor’s degrees are almost twice as likely to be enrolled in preschool programs as

children whose mothers have not completed high school.57 In general, richer localities

produce better schools because of better funding. Annual current expenditure on

students in the top 5 percent, best-funded public schools in the United States, for

instance, is $12,400, while expenditure in the bottom 5 percent, worst-funded schools

is just $5,700. These discrepancies also impact recruitment. Students in schools that

serve students from a poorer socioeconomic background are twice as likely to be

taught by teachers with less than three years experience than students in schools

which serve students from a richer socioeconomic background.58 All these factors
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compound the lower expectations and inequality of opportunity for students from a

poorer background.

The high-performing systems are better at ensuring that each student receives

the instruction they need to compensate for their home background. They start by

setting clear and high expectations for what individual students should know,

understand, and be able to do. They ensure that resources and funding are targeted at

those students who need them most, not those who need them least. They then closely

monitor the performance of schools against these expectations and develop effective

mechanisms for intervening when these expectations are not met. Different systems

have different ways of doing this. In general, the level of monitoring and intervention

in the best-performing systems is inversely proportional to the capacity of individual

teachers and the schools to improve by themselves. The best systems locate the

processes for monitoring and intervention in the schools themselves, where they are

able to identify the students in need of support and provide that support when needed

on a continuous basis.

Setting high expectations for what students should achieve

All of the top-performing and rapidly improving systems have curriculum standards

which set clear and high expectations for what students should achieve. Boston’s

reform is directed towards increasing the number of students meeting the

Massachusetts state standards – some of the toughest in the United States. Alberta sets

high expectations for student achievement, and then participates in international

exams such as PISA and TIMSS to benchmark its standards: “If our kids are passing

the provincial examinations but performing below other top systems in PISA, then we

know that we need to raise our standards.”59 Finland reformed its curriculum in 1992,

replacing a previously rigid national curriculum with targets for all students: “We do

well because we aim high.”60

In general, school systems use more prescriptive standards when the overall

performance level of the system is low, and then relax those standards as the system

improves. For instance, Boston found that the Massachusetts state standards were too

loose, given the overall performance of its system: “The standards were at 10,000

feet, we needed something closer to the ground.”61 England’s current National

Curriculum is two-thirds the length of when it was originally introduced in 1990,
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reflecting a growing willingness to give teachers more freedom as outcomes have

improved. Finland, one of the highest performing of the systems we studied, arguably

has one of the least prescriptive curricula: “The target is high, but we want teachers to

be able to make their own choices.”62 The Finnish curriculum emphasizes the need for

teachers to adapt learning to the specific context in which they find themselves, and

recognizes the fact that children learn at different rates, while at the same time setting

high expectations for what should ultimately be achieved.

The process by which these expectations are set is frequently long, difficult

and controversial, and the resulting curricula vary widely as a result. Yet some things

are a constant in all the top systems. They all place a strong focus on numeracy and

literacy in the early years based, in part, on substantial research evidence which shows

that early ability in core skills is strongly correlated with a range of future outcomes: a

major longitudinal study in the United Kingdom, for instance, found that test scores in

literacy and numeracy at age seven were significant determinants of earnings at age

37, even after controlling for socioeconomic background.63 There is also a growing

tendency to align standards globally, particularly in reference to those of the OECD’s

PISA assessments and other leading school assessment systems. Certain systems try

to match current teaching to the country’s future requirements. Singapore has invested

heavily in trying to anticipate the required range and mix of skills that its students will

need when they graduate to further grow Singapore’s economy, and matches its

curriculum to those needs. Whatever the differences, however, all the top systems

recognise the need to set clear and high expectations for the performance of their

students.

Monitoring and intervening at the schools level

All of the top-performing systems also recognize that they cannot improve what they

do not measure. Monitoring outcomes allows them to identify and spread best

practices, to pinpoint areas of weakness, and to hold schools accountable for their

results. In general, the intensity of the monitoring that is carried out is in inverse

proportion to the overall performance, both within and between systems. Thus, while

rapidly improving systems such as Boston and Chicago test every student every year

between grade three and grade eight, top-performing systems such Finland have

largely dispensed with national examinations, conducting only periodic assessments
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of student performance, the results of which stay confidential. Within systems,

schools which perform well are subject to less monitoring (for instance, Singapore

exempts its top schools from certain examinations), whereas schools which perform

poorly are subject to more intensive scrutiny (for instance, schools in England which

are identified as underperforming are subject to more frequent reviews until their

performance improves). 

The high-performing systems use two mechanisms for monitoring the quality

of teaching and learning (Exhibit 24):

¶ Examinations: Examinations test what students know,

understand and can do, providing an objective measure of actual outcomes at

a high level of detail. Examinations also have a powerful effect in driving the

performance of any school system. In the words of one Australian

educationalist, “What gets tested is what gets learnt, and how it is tested

determines how it is learnt.”64

¶ School review: School reviews, or inspections, assess the

performance of a school against a benchmark set of indicators. Unlike

examinations, they measure both outcomes and the processes which drive

them, and as a result, can help schools and systems identify specific areas

which are in need of improvement. School reviews also enable systems to

measure some of the more subtle and complex desired outcomes of a school

system, which are difficult or impossible to measure in examinations.

In many of the top-performing systems, responsibility for monitoring

outcomes has been separated out from the responsibility for improving those

outcomes. In the words of one policymaker in New Zealand, “You can’t have the

same people who are responsible for improving education be responsible for judging

whether or not that improvement has occurred.”65 Hong Kong has created a school

inspectorate, which is separate from the school branch offices to which the schools

report, but still inside its ministry of education, and an independent examination board

(HKEAA), which is outside the ministry but still ultimately accountable to the

minister. England has created an independent inspectorate (Ofsted) which is directly

accountable to parliament, and it places national assessments under a semi-

independent regulator (the QCA). New Zealand has created an independent schools
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inspectorate which reports to its own minister (though the two portfolios – Minister of

Education and Minister Responsible for the ERO – are frequently held by the same

person).

Exhibit 24: Inspections and examinations

*Formal school reviews conducted by a person to whom the school is not directly accountable
**Assessments of students during the first 10 grades; School Exit examinations refers to leaving qualifications
Source: Interviews, McKinsey

Not separated

Separate unit
within Ministry
External
organization

Alberta

Boston

Chicago

England

Finland

Hong Kong

Korea

Netherlands

New York

New Zealand

Singapore

School
System

School review/
inspections*

System-wide
assessments**

School exit
examinations**

In general, the arrangements for school review depend on the overall level of

performance of the system, and in some cases, the individual performance level of

schools. Typically, as the school system improves, the task of monitoring moves from

external agencies to the schools themselves.

¶ Annual external review: School systems embarking on

ambitious reforms tend to use more frequent external reviews. In New York,

Qatar, and Bahrain (all of which are embarking on ambitious reform efforts)

all the schools are to be reviewed by an external inspectorate once every year.

All three systems plan to reduce either the length or the frequency of external

reviews as their system improves. 

¶ Self-evaluation with external review every 3–4 years: In

England, Hong Kong and New Zealand, schools are inspected once every

three-to-four years, with a strong emphasis on ongoing school self-evaluation

during the intervening period. All three systems are evolving towards less

intensive review models as they improve: England, for instance, introduced a

new inspection regime in 2005 which in most cases more than halved the
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number of days spent on the inspection. Schools which perform well are

inspected less frequently and less intensively than those which perform badly.

¶ Self-review with occasional external review: In Singapore,

schools are expected to undertake regular self-evaluation: external school

reviews occur only once every five years. In Finland, there is no formal

review cycle: schools can request an informal audit of their teaching and

learning at any point to complement their own internal review processes.

Monitoring outcomes ensures that the system has the information it needs to

be able to intervene when schools start to fail. Effective interventions, best illustrated

by those conducted in England, New York and New Zealand, are characterised by a

number of features:

¶ Publication of performance reports: In many cases, systems

that set out to be transparent about the performance of their schools (typically

by publishing the inspection or examination data) create greater public

accountability and awareness which, in turn, drives further improvement. In

the words of one New Zealand policymaker: “[We] make everything public;

it creates tension in the system – transparency over the problems – and that

drives improvement.”66 However, the evidence from the systems which

publish performance reports shows that though many good schools improve

further under the pressure resulting from the transparency in the system,

failing schools seldom improve for this reason alone. “If a school does not

know how to improve, if it lacks the capacity to improve, then no amount of

pressure will change instruction.”67 Indeed, in some top-performing systems,

transparency about school performance is perceived as an obstacle rather than

an aid to improvement: “Improvement comes from building capacity, and

harnessing the motivation that teachers and schools already have; additional

pressure just leads to regressive behaviors [for example teaching to the test,

drilling students on examination questions, preventing poor students from

taking the test, and potentially fraudulent behavior].”68 Finland keeps

performance assessments and audits confidential, providing results only to

the school that has been assessed and to their municipalities. Hong Kong has

adopted a policy of not publishing performance data in order to reduce what
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is widely perceived to be the already excessive performance pressures on

students and teachers.

¶ Funding: New Zealand, Alberta, England and Chicago have all

introduced funding models which divert additional resources to those schools

which are in need of improvement. The funding formulae provide increased

funding to schools which enrol pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds.

England has made additional funds available to a large number of schools

perceived to be at a higher- than-average risk of failure: this sum totals $1.5

billion each school year.

¶ Intervention to replace or improve leadership: Most

evidence about the remedying the performance of failing schools suggests

that strong school leadership is essential. The top-performing systems, as

well as rapidly improving ones, create mechanisms to allow central or local

government to replace the school’s leadership in cases where normal

governance arrangements do not allow this to happen. In Chicago, England,

and New Zealand respectively, the district, local authorities, and central

government have the right to replace the school leadership when a school

fails to improve. Boston removes the bottom 5 percent of principals during

the first year of their reform, and then several of the lowest performing

principals each year thereafter.

In addition, the best systems use the results of monitoring and intervention to

identify best practices, which can then be spread throughout the system. Singapore

studies the practices in its best schools, and transfers the lessons from this to other

schools. Singaporean researchers have built classroom-laboratories at the National

Institute for Education where they carefully monitor student reactions to new

instructional ideas, techniques and strategies being tested there. They then apply their

findings to future education reform. Singapore spends almost US$10 million each

year on research into better instructional practice. England uses data from its

inspections and assessments to identify the best schools and teachers, and then uses

this to develop new approaches and further reform.
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Monitoring and intervening at the students level

Intervention at the level of the school prevents clusters of failure from emerging in the

system. However, the most effective schools and school systems monitor and

intervene at the level of individual students. This is essential if the system is to deliver

consistently strong performance throughout all its schools. Evidence from the United

States shows that by age three the average child of professional parents has a

vocabulary of 1,100 words and an IQ of 117, whereas the average child of parents on

welfare has a vocabulary of just 525 words and an IQ of 79.69 Unless schools

intervene effectively to compensate for the impact of a poorer home environment,

they stand little chance of closing this gap. The best schools in each system have

developed mechanisms for doing just this. Finland has gone further than any other

system in ensuring that there is a uniformly high performance across its entire system.

Finnish children start preschool at age six and school at age seven, three years

later than many of their European counterparts. Once in primary school, they study for

just four to five hours a day. Finnish children receive fewer hours of instruction

between the ages of seven and 14 than any other children in an OECD country. Yet by

age 15, Finnish children top the world in the OECD’s assessments of reading,

mathematics, science and problem solving, performing significantly better than all

their Scandinavian neighbours.

Part of the explanation for this is that Finland gets the right people to become

teachers (recruiting from the top 10 percent of school leavers, controlling admission to

teacher education, and paying good starting compensation), and has developed them

into effective instructors once they are selected (through excellent pre-service

training, excellent instructional leadership, and professional learning communities

within schools). This is not the entire story, however. Finland had also developed a

highly effective system of interventions to support individual students within schools.

Each Finnish school employs a number of special education teachers. In the schools

we visited during our benchmarking, we observed that on average there was one

special education teacher for every seven class teachers. Special education teachers

provide support one-on-one or in small groups to students who are at risk of falling

behind. They intervene to support 30 percent of all students in a school in any given

year. These special education teachers provide support mainly in the subjects of
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Finnish and mathematics, and are given an additional year of teacher training to

support them in this role.

Special education has been de-stigmatized in Finland by two practices. First,

by the high volume of students who take part in the program. Secondly, by the

practice in which the best students are also sent, on occasion, for additional

instruction: this makes it clear that such intervention is not necessarily a sign of

underperformance. By intervening quickly at the level of individual students, Finland

prevents early failure compounding into long-term failure, and thus has found a way

to maintain strong and consistently equitable outcomes in its schools (Exhibit 25).

Exhibit 25: Finland: Educational support

Class teachers
identify students

who need
additional
support

Students receive additional
support from special
education teachers

Students are
integrated
back into
normal
classes

• Additional 1-on-1 or small group
tuition to support those who are
falling behind (called special
education)

• 30% of all students will receive
special education during any
given year

• Most special education is
focused on Mathematics and
Finnish language

• Special education teachers
receive an additional year of
training and are paid slightly
higher salaries

• Special education teachers work
with a wider support team –
psychologists, nurses, special
needs advisors - to provide a
comprehensive support

Source: Interviews, Finland’sThematic Review on Equality

Other top-performing systems have developed different approaches by which

they ensure that they can intervene to support children who are falling behind. Asia’s

systems depend on strong commitment from individual teachers to provide the

necessary extra support where it is required. In Singapore, for instance, teachers

typically remain in school for several hours after formal lessons have ended,

providing additional teaching to those students who need it most. Singapore also

provides extra classes for small groups of the lowest-performing 20 percent of

students during the first and second grades. In New Zealand, the Reading Recovery
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program is designed to provide extra instruction for students whose reading

performance is poor.

Conclusion

A combination of monitoring and effective intervention is essential in ensuring that

good instruction is delivered consistently across the system. High-performing school

systems monitor their performance through examinations and inspections, making the

intensity of this monitoring inversely proportional to the capacity of individual

schools to improve by themselves. They use the results of the monitoring to inform

effective interventions to raise standards and achieve a uniformly high performance.

The best systems take these processes inside schools, constantly evaluating student

performance and constructing interventions to assist individual students in order to

prevent them from falling behind.
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Conclusion: The system and the journey

South Korea and Singapore demonstrate that a school system can go from low

performance to high performance within a few decades. This achievement is even

more remarkable given that it typically takes a long time to see the impact of a reform

effort (the test scores on graduation from high school are highly dependent on the

quality of primary education that students received ten years earlier which, in turn, is

highly dependent on the quality of people who became teachers some time before

this). Boston and England have also demonstrated that substantial improvements in

both the outcomes and the factors that drive them (for instance, the status of the

teaching profession) can be achieved in short period of time.

All the different school systems that have improved significantly have done so

primarily because they have produced a system that is more effective in doing three

things: getting more talented people to become teachers, developing these teachers

into better instructors, and ensuring that these instructors deliver consistently for

every child in the system. The way in which they have done these things varies

somewhat. Singapore’s school system is managed from the center and they have used

this to drive through improvements in performance. In England, policymakers have

relatively less control over its more decentralized school system, so they have used

standards, funding, public accountability, and strong support mechanisms to create the

conditions under which improvement can occur. In other systems, the strength of

unions or other political actors has had influence over the pace and path of reform,

though maybe not its ultimate direction.

Putting these three things in place often requires more general reform to the

school system. School reforms rarely succeed without effective leadership, both at the

level of the system, and at the level of individual schools. One study noted that, “there

is not a single documented case of a school successfully turning around its pupil

achievement trajectory in the absence of talented leadership.”70 Similarly, we did not

find a single school system which had been turned around that did not possess

sustained, committed, and talented leadership. Changing the governance or

management of a system might, therefore, be a necessary prerequisite for
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improvement, even if such changes do not necessarily lead to improvement in

themselves. Similarly, systems which do not fund equitably ensure that poorer schools

have little chance of performing well, even though simply changing the funding

structure does not of itself necessarily lead to improvement. The nature of the

curriculum is critical, though without an effective system for delivering the

curriculum, any changes to course content or learning objectives will have little

impact on outcomes.

The school systems we have benchmarked demonstrate that delivering

substantial improvements in outcomes is both challenging and achievable. The three

themes identified in this paper, and the best practices for achieving them, form the

core of what system leaders must do to ensure improvement. The paths which the

various school systems have taken in the past, and the paths which other school

systems will have to take in the future to achieve similar performance are, inevitably,

very different. Yet all school systems need to be able to answer a similar set of

questions regarding these three themes and be able to match the existing parameters of

best performance (Exhibit 26).

In many cases, extraneous factors hold back change and these problems need

to be tackled first to enable the school system to implement policies and processes

that will improve student performance. Context, culture, politics and governance will

determine the course which system leaders must follow, as will their point of

departure. Yet, ultimately, for achieving real improvement in outcomes, none of these

things will be as important to the school system and its leaders as three guiding

principles: 1) the quality of an education system cannot exceed the quality of its

teachers, 2) the only way to improve outcomes is to improve instruction and, 3)

achieving universally high outcomes is only possible by putting in place mechanisms

to ensure that schools deliver high-quality instruction to every child.



Question Best in world

Getting the right people to become teachers

• What is the average academic calibre of people who become teachers? Among the top 10% of each cohort

• How is the teaching profession viewed by university students and recent graduates? One of the top 3 career choices

• How rigorous are selection processes into teacher training? Rigorous checks designed to assess teaching potential;
e.g. teaching practice, literacy and numeracy tests

• What is the ratio of places on initial teacher education courses to applications? 1 : 10

• How does starting compensation for teachers compare to other graduate salaries? In line with other graduate salaries

Developing effective instructors

• What is the total amount of coaching new teachers receive in schools? >20 weeks

10% of working time is used for professional development• What proportion of each teacher’s time is spent on professional development?

• Does each teacher have an exact knowledge of specific weaknesses in their
practice?

Yes, as a result of everyday activities occurring in schools

• Can teachers observe and understand better teaching practice in a school setting? Yes, teachers regularly invite each other into their
classrooms to observe and coach

• What role do school leaders play in developing effective instructors? The best coaches and instructors are selected as leaders

• Do teachers reflect on and discuss practice? Yes, through both formal and informal processes in schools

Research budget equivalent to $50 per student each year
focused on improving instruction

• How much focused, systematic research is conducted into effective instruction and
then fed back into policy and classroom practice?

• What standards exist for what students should know, understand and be able to do? Clear standards appropriate to system performance

• What system-wide checks exist on the quality of school performance? All schools are aware of their strengths and weaknesses

• What action is taken to tackle underperformance? Effective mechanisms to support all failing students;
minimal performance variation between schools

• How is funding and support organized? Funding and support are focused where it can have most
impact

Ensuring every student performs well

Exhibit 26: Key questions and parameters in system development

Source: McKinsey
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